
  

 

Abstract—Analog circuit fault diagnosis method is 

introduced to line fault location in a distribution network. The 

line fault location based on analog circuit diagnosis theory can 

be performed by fault line sector identification and distance 

estimation followed. This paper deals mainly with fault line 

sector identification. A new technique depending on obtaining 

measurable nodes voltage response corresponding to a 

particular current excitation at the header terminal of 

distribution lines is proposed. Line fault sector is determined by 

the proposed fault detection criterion. 

 

Index Terms—Fault diagnosis, fault line sector identification, 

analog circuit, distribution network.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The improvement of the quality of electricity distribution 

is actually a subject of increasing interest. Fast and accurate 

line fault location in distribution networks is essential to 

improve the quality of supply, which is one basic requirement 

of modern society. However, the traditional practice of 

manual switching and circumambulating consumes a lot of 

time. After working hard for several years, many grounding 

line selection protections and fault location approaches are 

developed [1]-[4]. But up to now, the accuracy of fault 

location is unsatisfactory. Thus, to search for an effective 

fault location method for the distribution system in order to 

locate the actual feeder faults becomes more and more 

important. 

This paper applies analog circuit diagnosis method to line 

fault location for a distribution network. In the following part 

of this paper, the appropriate theory of analog fault diagnosis 

is briefly introduced. Then the possibility of locating feeder 

faults by analog fault diagnosis method is expounded. A new 

technique of feeder fault detection based on analog fault 

diagnosis theory is presented, which performs fault location 

through two steps including fault line sector identification 

and distance estimation. The method for fault line sector 
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identification is discussed in detail. By obtaining measurable 

nodes voltage response corresponding to a particular current 

excitation at the header terminal of distribution lines, the fault 

line sector is determined by means of a fault detection 

criterion including the voltage responses. The feasibility of 

the method is then verified by the results of simulation for 

faulted distribution lines. 

 

II. ANALOG-CIRCUIT FAULT DIAGNOSIS PRINCIPLE 

Analog circuit fault diagnosis includes detecting faulty 

circuits, locating or identifying faulty components, and 

determining their parameter ranges where faults occur. In 

recent years, attention has been directed to fault detection and 

location. A number of approaches have been proposed to 

address this problem. K-fault diagnosis method is a typical 

analog fault diagnosis approach. The theoretical basis for 

k-fault diagnosis is derived under the assumption that there 

are k simultaneous faults within the diagnosed network and 

the affection of a fault can be replaced by an appropriate 

current source that is called fault current. Thus, fault 

detection can be performed through checking the fault 

current. Obviously, there is no fault if all of the fault current 

sources are zero, and there is a corresponding fault if any of 

fault current sources is not zero. Usually, k-fault diagnosis is 

classified into k-node-fault diagnosis and k-branch-fault 

diagnosis. 

K-node-fault diagnosis [5]-[7] can be done by checking 

node fault current in order to identify faulty nodes possessing 

fault current and then locating faulty branches (or elements) 

according to fault current. 

Assume that the network N under consideration consists of 

n nodes and b branches. Assume again that node 0, 1, 2, …, m 

among the nodes are accessible nodes. 

The normal network is described by 

          nY nV = nI                                            (1) 

where nY is nodes admittance matrix. nV  and nI  represent 

nodes voltage vector and nodes current excitation vector 

respectively. 

Suppose that nY  becomes nY + nY  because of faults. 

When the faulted network has the same nodes current 

excitation as the previous normal network, we have 

( nY + nY ) ( nV + nV ) = nI                           (2) 

where nV  is nodes voltage change vector. 

According to (1) and (2), we have 
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nY × nV + nY ( nV + nV ) = 0 

That is 

          nV  = nZ nJ                                  (3) 

here      nZ = 
1

nY


  

nJ = – nY ( nV + nV )                             (4) 

where nJ  is nodes fault current vector 

Considering that current excitation and voltage 

measurement are performed only at the m accessible ports, 

we have 

      nI = 








0

Im
 

Thus, (3) becomes 

           mV = mmZ nJ                                     (5) 

where mmZ  is ports impedance matrix corresponding to the 

accessible ports. 

Equation (5) is known as k-node-fault diagnosis equation. 

If the condition on k-node-fault testability is satisfied, the 

faulty node set in a network is determined by checking the 

non-zero element among fault current vector nJ  at equation 

(5). 

K-branch-fault diagnosis [7], [8] can be done by checking 

branch fault current in order to locate faulty branches 

possessing fault current and then valuing faulty branches by 

means of multiple-excitation method. K-branch-fault 

location equation can be obtained from (5). From (5) and 

nJ = A bJ                                  (6) 

here A  is incidence matrix and bJ  is branches fault current 

vector, we have 

mV = mbZ bJ                                 (7) 

where 

bJ = – bY TA ( nV + nV ) = – bY ( bV + bV )           

mbZ = A mmZ                

here mbZ  is transfer impedance matrix. 

Equation (7) is known as k-branch-fault diagnosis 

equation. If the condition on k-branch fault testability is 

satisfied, the faulty branch set in a network is determined by 

checking the non-zero element among fault current vector 

bJ  at (5).  

This task can be fulfiled by the following proposition. 

[ Proposition ]   Let 

iT = [ 1iZ  2iZ  … ikZ  mV  ] 

where 1iZ  2iZ  … ikZ  are any k column vectors of mbZ .  

Consume that the condition on k-branch fault testability is 

satisfied. If 

rank ( jT ) = k                              (8) 

there are not more than k faulty branches in the network, and 

the faulty branches is certainly included by the k branches 

corresponding to jT . 

 

III. FAULT LOCATION FOR DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 

Generally, since there is only one faulty line sector 

possible among distribution network, we have k≤3 

corresponding to k-branch-fault diagnosis and k≤4 to 

k-node-fault diagnosis. Particularly, most of line faults are 

single-phase faults. Thus we have k=1 and k=2 

corresponding to k-branch-fault diagnosis and k-node-fault 

diagnosis respectively. On the other hand, with the 

improvement of distribution automation, voltage 

measurement at the main nodes of distribution network and 

information transmission among them has become possible. 

Thus, the condition on k-branch fault testability can be 

satisfied for distribution lines, and any of k-fault diagnosis 

methods can be used to locate line faults in distribution 

network. 

Considering the difficulty that k-node-fault diagnosis can 

be performed only when all accessible nodes are excited by 

current signal, we choose k-branch-fault diagnosis for line 

fault location. It can be done when the header terminal of 

distribution lines is excited by particular current signal. 

According to the theory of k-branch-fault diagnosis 

mentioned above, line fault location should be divided into 

two stages, i.e., fault line sector identification corresponding 

to fault branch location of k-branch-fault diagnosis and 

distance estimation to parameter valuation of fault branches. 

In order to locate line faults, an appropriate circuit should 

be modeled after the distribution network at first. Every line 

sector is modeled by a Π equivalent circuit shown as Fig. 1. 

The parameters x and b of the circuit are calculated according 

to the situation that header terminal of single phase of lines is 

excited by the current source with much higher frequency 

than industrial frequency. Parameters g is approximately 

zero. Similarly, transformers can be modeled by their 

relevant equivalent circuits as Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 1. Π equivalent circuit of a line sector. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a transformer with 2 windings. 



  

 
   Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of a transformer with 3 windings. 

 

Then, select some appropriate measurable nodes so as to 

satisfy the condition on k-branch fault testability. Thus, the 

transfer impedance matrix mbZ  of distribution lines and the 

accessible nodes voltage matrix 
mV  in normal network is 

calculated. 

When line fault occurs, the header terminal of every phase 

of lines is excited for a time by an independent current signal 

with much higher frequency than industrial frequency and 

the corresponding voltage matrix f

mV of accessible nodes is 

measured. Thus, we can obtain 
mV that is 

          mV = 
f

mV  – mV                            (9) 

According to the proposition introduced in partⅡ, in order 

to evaluate the actual state of the network and detect fault line 

sector, it is necessary to search for j which makes 

               rank ( jT ) = k                             (10) 

Thus, k is number of faulted phases and jT  includes the 

faulted line sector as well as the faulted line. The method 

mentioned above can be expressed in the flow diagrams as (a) 

and (b) in Fig. 4. 

 

Determine measurable nodes and excitation frequency 

Input conformation, sizes and parameters of lines 

Calculate parameters of lines, transformers and other elements 

 

Calculate A , nY and mbZ of the network 

Calculate mV  

End 

 
(a)  Simulation before test 

 

Input mV  and mbZ  

Measure 
f

mV  

Calculate mV  

Search for faulted phases and faulted line sector 

Output diagnosis 

results 

End 

 
(b)   Diagnosis after test 

Fig. 4. Process of fault line sector identification. 

After determining the faulted line sector, parameters of the 

faulty line can be calculated by means of multi-excitation 

k-branch-fault diagnosis method [5]. Thus, the fault distance 

can be estimated according to the parameters. 
 

IV. AN EXAMPLE FOR LINE FAULT LOCATION 

The distribution line shown as Fig.4 is a simplified model 

of an actual distribution network. The frequency of current 

excitation for measure is 1 kHz. The nodes of the network are 

measurable nodes.  

Parameters of the lines is: L1=8km, L2 =12km, L3=10km, 

L4=15km, L5=7km, L6=5km, L7=8km, L8=10km, 

r=0.18Ω/km, x=10.24Ω/km, g=0, b=3.86× 10-5s/km.  

According to the method mentioned above, various kinds 

of line faults including single-phase short-circuit, 

single-phase open-circuit faults and two-phase short- circuit 

faults occurring at L1 ~ L8 respectively are simulated and 

accurate results of corresponding fault line sector 

identification have been obtained. 

Notes that there is the deviation of counting parameters of 

lines and transformers from the actual parameters as well as 

the error of measurement and calculation parameters of lines 

and transformers. Thus, accurate results may not be obtained 

by means of the fault detection criterion (8). Some effective 

methods described in References [9]-[16] may be used to 

solve this problem. 

 

L1 

L2 L3 

L4 

L5 L6 L7 L8 

  
Fig. 4. Simplified model of an actual distribution lines. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A new approach to line fault location in distribution 

networks has been presented which is based upon k-fault 

diagnosis. It performs line fault location by two steps, i.e., 

fault line sector identification and distance estimation. The 

theory is applicable to single-phase fault as well as 

multiple-phase fault location and depends upon measuring 

measurable nodes voltages due to current excitations applied 

at header terminal of distribution lines. A criterion of line 

fault sector detection is proposed. The feasibility of the 

theory has been verified by the results of simulation for 

faulted distribution lines. 

An extensive search of the literature reveals that the 

approach proposed in this paper is conceptually different 

from all known methods of line fault location in distribution 

networks. Further detailed research is now required in order 

to further refine the method. The early results presented have 

indicated it is worthwhile performing such further work. 

Researches are now required to determine fault line sector 

detection criterion when there is the deviation of counting 

parameters of lines and transformers from the actual 
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parameters as well as the error of measurement and 

calculation parameters of lines and transformers. Researches 

on the detailed method of distance estimation are also being 

undertaken. 
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